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The White Stripes - Red Rain
Tom: B

 (com acordes na forma de                    A )
Capostraste na 2ª casa
Intro: Guitar:

 Bells: False harmonics

                       (Can  you  hear  me   cal - lin'  your
name,  girl?)

 Played together:

 Guitar:

 Bells: False harmonics

 VERSE 1:

    (I   am   standin',               standin' in the red,
red, rain)

    (In  the  mornin',                standin' in the red,
red rain)

     Can't you hear me? Can  you  hear me callin' your name,
girl?

     In the    mor-nin', while I'm standin' in the red, red,
rain, girl

    (In  the  mornin',                standin' in the red,
red rain)

     Can't you hear me? Can't you  hear me callin' your name,
girl?

     In the    mor-nin', while I'm standin' in the red, red,
rain, girl

     You think not tellin' is the same  as not lyin', don't
you?

  Then I guess not feelin' is the same  as not  cryin' to  you

     You think not tellin' is the same  as not lyin', don't
you?

  Then I guess not feelin' is the same  as not  cryin' to  you

 CHORUS:

                                          In   the  red!
In  the rain!

     In  the rain!       In  the  red!      In   the  red!
In  the rain!

     In  the rain!       In  the  red!      In   the  red!
In  the rain!

     In  the rain!       In  the  red!      In   the  red!
In  the rain!
     In  the rain!

 BRIDGE: Guitar and Bells play simultaneously

 Guitar:

                                Bells:

 Guitar:

      If  there is  a   lie,        then there is  a   liar
too

 Bells:

 Guitar:

 And if   there is  a   sin,        then there is  a   sinner
too

 Bells:

 Guitar:

  And if  there is  a   lie,        then there is  a   liar
too

 Bells:

 Guitar:

 And if   there is  a   sin,        then there is  a   sinner
too!

 Bells:

 CHORUS:
 In the red! In the red!
 In the rain! In the rain!
 In the red! In the red!
 In the rain! In the rain!
 In the red! In the red!
 In the rain! In the rain!

 Played 2x:

 In the red! In the red!
 In the rain! In the rain!
 In the red! In the red!
 In the rain! In the rain!

 Bells:

     Don't you  hear me?  Can't you  hear  me   cal - lin'
your  name,  girl?

 Guitar:

Acordes
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